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Abstract  

Objective  
The aim of this study was to assess information literacy performance of students doing their master 
thesis at 5th year the Medical Degree Programme, Lund University, Sweden. The study investigates if 
there is a difference in performance between library class participants and non-participants.  

Method  
A case-control approach with rubrics assessment was used to assess students’ information literacy 
performance in 26 selected master theses. 13 theses were selected from class participant group, and 
13 theses from the non-participant group in a blinded process. The rubrics were based on the formal 
assessment rubrics of the course. Rubrics related to information literacy learning objectives and class 
content was further developed with more detailed indicators. The Mann-Whitney U-test was used 
for statistical analysis. 

Result  
The case group usually outperformed the control group, with a few exceptions (p=0,650). The use of 
original articles and presenting all references in the reference list was equal among the groups. In 
using adequate number of references, using sources relevant to aim, using evidence hierarchy, 
synthesizing references with results and using Vancouver style correctly the case group performed 
better. In using references for method description and using previous references in the discussion 
the control group performed better.  

Conclusion 
Students need more support in selecting high quality references, using references to describe 
methods, the importance of referring to all sources and to use the Vancouver style correctly. The 
results of the study will be used to develop the library instructional classes further.  

Keywords 
Information literacy, rubrics assessment, medical students 
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Introduction        
Information literacy (IL) is an important part of scientific scholarship: knowledge, skills and 
professional judgement required for a master’s degree in medicine and the future clinical work 
students will do1-3. The scientific scholarship includes knowledge and skills in information literacy, 
writing, study design and statistics. As teaching librarians, we are interested in assessing the 
information literacy performance among 5th year Medical Degree students. This study aims to 
investigate if there is a difference in information literacy performance between students who 
participate in classes in related IL-learning activities, compared to non-participants. 

Information literacy training in medical libraries 
There are many definitions of information literacy, one of the commonly used in US is Association of 
College and Research Libraries (ACRL) framework4. The framework was updated in 2016 to a more 
process oriented approach. The ACRL framework consists of six concepts: Authority Is Constructed 
and Contextual; Information Creation as a Process; Information Has Value; Research as Inquiry; 
Scholarship as Conversation; Searching as Strategic Exploration5.  

Information literacy-related skills may also be included in the curriculum in Swedish Higher 
Education, to various extents. In Europe and Sweden, the ACRL framework is acknowledged but it 
varies if and how the framework is used; explicitly or in relation to discipline-specific standards. 
There are examples of mapping ACRL framework to discipline-specific standards also in US6. Among 
health libraries it seems to be more common not to work with the framework or information literacy 
in general, since discipline-specific standards such as evidence-based practice are fairly 
established4, 7.  Other healthcare-related educations has also recognized the need to contextualize 
the ACRL framework to make assessment and teaching relevant8. 

In our context, the ACRL framework is not used explicitly, but many elements from it can be 
recognized in the curriculum and the intended learning outcomes in library instructional classes. All 
the aspects of the framework can be recognized in the learning objectives and the assessment 
criteria for the evaluated course, since the master thesis is a complex task for students to 
accomplish. In our context many of the aspects taught in class can be related to the ACRL framework, 
such as finding and evaluating sources and using an evidence hierarchy for critical appraisal. We have 
chosen to relate the ACRL standards to our context, since the standards are internationally 
established and can be understood by librarians across subject disciplines.  

It is important for students to have a chance to be introduced to new concepts and discuss them with 
other students and teachers before applying them9, 10. An example of this can be the concept of 
evidence-based medicine and evidence hierarchies, which are complex concepts and can be related 
to medical information literacy. A systematic review by Swanberg et al11. states that the evidence for 
the best method for teaching information literacy, in class, online, blended etc, is inconclusive but 
search performance improves regardless of teaching method. Weightman et al12 shows in their 
systematic review that information literacy training has been shown to have effect compared to no 
instruction, and that a blended learning approach may have benefits. Other studies also support that 
IL training has an effect compared to no training8, 13. Booth et al states that progressive and 
continuous IL training can have impact, but it is important to have an authentic assessment of IL in 
determining actual learning outcomes14. Schweikard et al15 shows that tutorials in information 
literacy skills may have an effect. In our context all students have access to a digital course library, a 
LibGuide, with different resources, such as databases, instructional videos and checklists for critical 
appraisal. The digital course library is both emphasizing what we do in class so the students can 
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return to it whenever they wish, but it also serves as support for students who are not attending 
class. 

Institutional context  
Lund University was founded 1666 in Sweden, and today it is ranked among the top 100 universities 
around the world16. The university has eight faculties and 40 000 students, of which approximately 2 
800 are enrolled at the Faculty of Medicine. The faculty offers 8 undergraduate programmes and 14 
Master’s programmes, including 10 specialized programmes for nurses and midwives. In addition, 
the faculty offers postgraduate education in 5 subjects. Library and ICT is a unit at the Faculty of 
Medicine who support research and education. There are six liaison librarians at Library & ICT, two of 
them are dedicated to the Medical Degree programme. Every semester more than 130 new medical 
students are enrolled to the programme. The liaison librarians are contact persons who teach how to 
use information resources effectively. The liaison librarians are expected to serve as a personal 
contact and communication bridge between the library and the departments at the Faculty of 
Medicine to provide support for teaching, learning and research.  

 

The liaison librarian role and the programme integrated learning activities gives a great opportunity 
to see the students’ progression throughout the programme. The national Higher Education 
Ordinance3 on qualifications for a medical degree is a framework for learning objectives in the 
Medical Degree programme. In addition, evidence-based practice skills are increasingly considered 
important. Albarquoni et al1 describes suggested core competencies in evidence-based healthcare 
such as how to find and critically assess research papers. These suggested core competencies 
naturally correspond to the contextualized information literacy competencies we are teaching and 
encouraging our students to master. The learning objectives and learning activities are evaluated and 
discussed with the teachers on each course, to ensure we give the right support. 

The learning activities led by the liaison librarians are summarized in Table 1. 
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Learning activites in information literacy at the Medical Degree Programme 
Year 1 (semester 1) Year 3 (semester 5) Year 5 (semester 10) 
 
Written assignment- 
Article review 
 
Introduction to library 
services 
How to find textbooks, how to 
get a library card, library 
services 
Lecture, 45 min 
All enrolled students 
 
How to find a research article 
Definition and IMRAD 
structure of an original article, 
discussion of text samples, 
practical exercises in PubMed 
Workshop- 2 hours 
Groups, 12-16 students 
 
 
 

 
Thesis I- Bachelor’s level 
 
Introduction to citing and 
copyright 
Theory, legislation and 
exercises 
Lecture, 1,5 hours 
All enrolled students 
 
How to find and critically 
assess research 
Theory and exercises, how to 
select and assess research 
papers, evidence hierarchies, 
assessment tools 
Lecture, 2,5 hours  
All enrolled students 
 
Practical search skills 
Exercises in PubMed, Embase, 
Cochrane and Web of Science 
Workshops- 2 hours, 
mandatory 
Groups, 20-25 students 
 
*********************** 
 
EndNote for Windows/Mac 
Reference management  
Workshop- 2 hours 
Voluntarily 
Groups, 10-30 students 
 
*********************** 
 
Other support from Library 
SPSS Statistics software 
Workshops 
 
Academic writing 
Workshop, 2 hours 
 

 
Thesis II- Master’s level 
 
How to find and critically 
assess research 
Theory and exercises, how to 
select and assess research 
papers, evidence hierarchies, 
assessment tools 
Repetition from year 3 and 
advanced level 
Lecture, 2,5 hours  
Voluntarily 
 
Practical search skills 
Exercises in PubMed, Embase, 
Cochrane and Web of Science 
Workshops- 2 hours,  
voluntarily 
Groups, 20-25 students 
 
*********************** 
 
EndNote for Windows/Mac 
Reference management  
Workshop- 2 hours 
Voluntarily 
Groups, 10-30 students 
 
*********************** 
 
Other support  
SPSS Statistics software 
Workshops 
 
Academic writing 
Workshop, 2 hours 

 

Table 1. Librarian-led activities for Medical Degree Programme 
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Learning activities in 5th year- a context  
The learning objectives of the thesis in 5th year that relates to information literacy are: 

 provide a substantially specialized account of the current state of knowledge and current 
research within a delimited area of the medical field 

 adopt systematic strategies to independently seek, select and assess sources, and use 
information from the literature to execute a degree project and engage in discussions with 
fellow students 

 execute a project based on a project plan, collect data, analyze results and independently 
compile and critically assess the importance and limitations of the results based on the issue 
and method 

Aside from the learning activities in class, students in 5th year also have access to a digital course 
library, with resources presented in class. For students that don’t attend the optional classes, the 
digital course library may serve as support. All students have access to a “Book a librarian” service, a 
one hour guidance in how to find, critically assess and cite information. The “Book a librarian” service 
is not competing with the classes, since the student has to present their independent work so far, 
and what they specifically need help with, when they ask for guidance. The lectures at the thesis 
class in 5th year is partly a repetition from 3rd year, to ensure that students have the basic knowledge 
and skills they need for their thesis. The lecture also presents an advanced level of information 
literacy skills and evidence assessment, corresponding to the master’s level. 

The librarian led classes at 5th year includes an optional lecture about how to find and critically assess 
information and an optional workshop about practical search skills. The content of the lecture 
concludes the structure of the information needs for a thesis and which need of different sources 
that can be useful. The lecture also discuss different kind of study designs and examples of check lists 
to use to assess an article. Important information about bias and impact factor is included. The 
students can also learn about the GRADE evidence hierarchy and how different study designs are 
ranked hierarchically. There is also training in citing and referencing with the Vancouver style. The 
content on the workshop provides training in practical search skills and exercises in PubMed, 
Embase, Cochrane and Web of Science.   

The students in 5th year can also take classes in SPSS statistics and a workshop in academic writing. 
These classes are popular. Traditional academic writing in medicine is often structured with IMRaD 
(Introduction, Method, Results and Discussion), and the students are expected to write in an 
objective style, where the empirical material is presented, analyzed and discussed in a linear way. 
The texts are formal in written in impersonal style17. Some students also submit their thesis to 
medical journals, as a research article.  

Aim 
The aim of this study is to assess the impact of in-class learning activities at 5th year in the Medical 
Degree Programme. The study investigates if there is a difference in information literacy 
performance between class participants and non-participants. The results will be used to improve 
teaching methods and in discussing pedagogical approaches with the faculty. 

Method 
Rubrics as assessment method 
Rubrics assessment is a method that provides quality standards. In our setting they are already in use 
in the course at the Medical Degree Programme that we are evaluating. Rubrics assessment is a 
subfield of citation analysis and bibliometrics. In US citation analysis and rubrics are now established 
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assessment methods for libraries in higher education18, but in Europe and Sweden the method is not 
used to the same extent. 

Rubrics include target or criteria indicators together with performance levels. It is usually a graded 
tool where performance level descriptions states what is required for each level. Rubrics can be 
designed holistic (assessing a whole product) or analytic, where parts of a product or process are 
assessed 19. In this study, an analytic rubric method is used. The students' theses in our study 
represent products rather than processes, even if elements of the process are reflected in the theses.  

Rubrics as assessment method has been validated and used frequently in assessing information 
literacy. The benefits of using rubrics are that higher order thinking skills can be assessed. It can be 
aligned with learning objectives and can be used for authentic assessment with material produced by 
students20. When using rubrics for assessment, authentic and rich data is often produced, that can be 
used to clarify learning goals, teaching methods etc. One of our aims with this study is to identify if 
there are areas where we have to change our teaching or instructions to students. 

A limitation to the rubric method, and our choice of assessment material, can be that assessing a 
product such as a thesis, does not necessarily give information on student’s reflection or cognitive 
process in their research work. Critical reasoning can be an example of a process, which may not be 
accurately measurable through rubrics only. Other assessment tools such as research logs or 
portfolios or metacognitive assessment tools may be complementary assessment options21, 22. 

Another limitation to the rubric method can be the difficulty to set valid and precise rubrics. For 
teachers intending to use rubrics, some training can be needed in order to interpret the rubric in a 
consistent way, and to see how the rubric can be interpreted or indicated in students' authentic 
work. This training process is a sort of "calibration”20. 

Angell18 states that the internal consistency reliability is important to determine. To be confident that 
we assess all students work equally is important. We also include this aspect in our own calibration 
process. The interrater reliability can also be a limitation to rubrics as assessment method. When two 
or more raters or judges are involved, the interrater reliability has to be taken into consideration. If 
multiple raters or judges are involved in rubrics training, or a pilot session, it can be part of the 
calibration process that improves the interrater reliability. The interrater reliability can also be 
assessed by calculating consensus estimates23, but in this study we did not see that as relevant in 
relation to the small number of theses included, and that we are not formally assessing or grading 
the students’ work. 

Construction and calibration of our rubrics 
 
The rubrics of the formal assessment criteria in the course were supplemented with more specific 
criteria corresponding to the learning objectives of the course, covered by the content of the two 
classes held by a librarian. The rubrics were constructed using method literature also with inspiration 
from RAILS, Rubric Assessment of Information Literacy Skills19, 20, 23, 24. 

We used two randomly selected former master thesis for calibrating our supplemental rubrics, as a 
pilot study. The calibration process resulted in a fine-tuning of our supplemental rubrics in clarifying 
some indicators.  
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Figure 1. Rubrics for assessing Medical Degree Students’ information literacy skills 
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Participants and procedure 
We sampled students participating in two classes in theory and practice of information literacy by 
letting students volunteer for participation. The data was collected in 2018. Volunteer sampling was 
the only sampling method available, but it has limitations in generalizing results since the sample 
does not necessarily represent the population in large25. All students were informed of our 
assessment project by a librarian at the start of the semester, so they could choose whether to 
participate or not. To qualify for participation students' had to attend both classes, and 13 students 
met this criterion. To be able to see if there is a difference in students result between participants in 
our classes, and non-participants, we recruited a control group of non-participants from students 
enrolled in the course. With help from the course administrator, 13 students' theses were picked out 
from the participants, and 13 students' theses from non-participants, in total 26 theses. A larger 
sample would have been preferable for greater reliability25, but with volunteer sampling this was not 
possible. 
The theses for analysis was picked just after deadline before the final seminars when feedback and 
corrections were made, to make sure that it was the students' authentic individual work we 
analyzed. To ensure objectivity and a blinded process where students would be anonymous as 
suggested by Cohen25 we engaged a librarian colleague to receive and anonymize the 26 theses from 
the course administrator. The front pages with names of students and supervisors were removed, 
and each thesis got a code number, so the participants and non-participants could be sorted in the 
correct group for a comparison after the rubric assessment was carried out. 

The Mann-Whitney's U-test for independent samples was identified as a relevant statistical method 
with help from a librarian colleague specialized in statistical support. The Mann-Whitney U-test is 
useful to compare smaller and independent groups, to establish differences between the groups 
even if the result is not normally distributed26. The Mann-Whitney U-test is based on ranks, how 
many times a score in one group is ranked higher than a score from another group and it is possible 
to see if this difference is statistically significant25. With support from the librarian colleague the 
statistical analysis was performed and p-value was calculated.  
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Result 
 

 Case group (n=13) Control group (n=13) 
Rubric Mean score / (SD) Mean score / (SD) 
Student is using adequate number of 
references depending on context 

 
2,92 (0,28) 

 

 
2,85 (0,37) 

Student uses sources relevant to aim  
2,85 (0,37) 

 

 
2,69 (0,48) 

Student uses evidence hierarchy, or 
reflects on study quality to assess 
sources. Systematic reviews, meta-
analyses and RCTs have priority 

 
2,46  (0,52) 

 
2,15 (0,80) 

Student uses original articles  
3,0 (0,0) 

 

 
3,0 (0,0) 

Student uses references to describe the 
chosen method 

 
1,77 (0,72) 

 

 
1,92 (0,76) 

Student synthesizes references from 
background and method sections with 
results 

 
2,54 (0,66) 

 
2,15 (0,80) 

Student mostly uses references  
presented in previous sections 

 
1,85 (0,38) 

 

 
2,0 (0,71) 

Students present all references used in 
study in the reference list 

 
2,46 (0,66) 

 

 
2,46 (0,66) 

Student uses Vancouver style correctly  
2,08 (0,49) 

 

 
1,92 (0,28) 

Total mean score /(SD) 22,0 (2,0) 21,15 (3,16) 
 

Table 2. 5th Year Medical Degree Students’ information literacy performance. 

 

Adequate number of references  

The case group outperforms the control group regarding adequate number of references in relation 
to context. Most students in both groups have an adequate number of references. Some students 
have a complex research question which can motivate a higher number of references in the 
background. However, in the control group some students uses a large amount of references that is 
not motivated by the aim or research question. An adequate number of references is not necessarily 
all references that can be found. Using too many references can cause confusion for the reader if it is 
unclear which of the references that support the presented facts.  
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References relevant to aim  

The case group outperforms the control group in finding references relevant to aim. Using references 
adequately is not just about the right amount, but also how the references are presented and what 
context they are given in the thesis. Students in the case group have succeeded better in finding 
highly relevant references, such as original articles, guidelines from specialist organizations or 
statistics from authorized organizations such as World Health Organization.  

Study quality reasoning  

There were no differences between the case group and control group in how the students reason on 
study quality or how they put their selected studies in a context. How students’ reflected on study 
quality could be manifested as comments on study type where RCTs, systematic reviews or meta-
analysis were mentioned, which we interpreted as an implicit use of the evidence hierarchy. 
Comments on study limitations or mentioning lack of studies was interpreted as other manifestations 
of students’ reasoning on study quality. In some theses high impact factor journals were given 
priority but without explanation of this selection criteria.  

Original articles  

All students use original articles, case group and control group master this very well. The use of 
original articles is emphasized in the instructions to students and in the assessment criteria.  

Use of references to describe method  

The control group outperforms the case group in use of references in the method section. Generally 
both groups perform less well in this section. Both groups lack an adequate number of references in 
the method section. Some students gave information in their method section where a reference 
would have been adequate. Examples of this were mentioning standard lab protocols or 
international classification systems such as ICD online, where links were included in the text but not 
presented in the bibliography. Another reference that could potentially be included in the reference 
list was the official document of approval from the Ethical Review Board. Many students mentioned 
the official document and registration number, but a reference was not included in the bibliography.  

Synthesis of literature and result 

Students synthesizes references from background and method sections with new results. Most of the 
study´s strength and weakness, limitations of the methods and potential bias are exhaustively 
discussed in relation to present knowledge. Here the mean score in the case group is slightly higher 
than in the control group. Many students present a very good synthesis, however often many new 
sources are presented in the discussion.  

Only recurring references in the discussion  

The common practice in most disciplines is that only references presented in previous sections are 
used in the discussion, however the tradition in medical writing differ. New references can be 
presented in the discussion section. That is notable in the results here. This is one of two rubrics 
where the control group have performed better than the case group.  
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References and bibliography 

The students generally presented all references in the bibliography. There was no difference 
between the case and the control group. Most common was to miss potential references in the 
bibliography from the method section or personal communication.  

Many students uses Vancouver style correctly, however many students have missed to abbreviate 
journal titles. When using the reference manage program EndNote, they have not controlled the 
references, some were capitalized or the numbers were not consequently written. The case group 
performed better than the control group.  

Statistical significance 

The Mann-Whitney U-test for independent samples showed no statistically significant difference 
between the groups regarding total mean score. The p-value was calculated to 0,650, which means 
the differences between the groups shown in our result cannot be regarded as differences generally 
applicable to the population. The p-value suggests there may be other factors influencing the result, 
so a statistically established correlation between higher scores and taking part in the library 
instruction cannot be vindicated here.  

 

Figure 2. P-value. 

Discussion 
It is difficult to establish the library classes as the only influential factor in students’ information 
literacy performance. However, some of the findings here are supported by our findings in the 
literature  in that search performance is improved by classes compared to no instruction 8 11, 12, 13 15,. 
The other important areas covered by the library classes, such as critical reasoning on study quality 
are also reflected in the result where students perform well. 

Students’ abilities to find references relevant to aim and an adequate number of references relate to 
the ACRL standards5 in many aspects, but Authority Is Constructed and Contextual; Information 
Creation as a Process; Scholarship as Conversation; Searching as Strategic Exploration are clearly 
related to this. It also corresponds well to the course’s learning objective provide a substantially 
specialized account of the current state of knowledge and current research within a delimited area of 
the medical field. In our study most of the students perform very well in finding relevant resources, 
both regarding to aim and number of references. However, some students may need more training in 
selecting an adequate number of references related to their research question. 

Students generally perform very well in their critical reasoning on study quality. This can be related 
to ACRL standards Authority Is Constructed and Contextual; Information Creation as a Process. The 
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classes offered by the library may not be the only influential factor in student performance here, but 
we will use this evidence to continue the important training in critical reasoning on study quality and 
evidence assessment. The learning objective adopt systematic strategies to independently seek, 
select and assess sources, and use information from the literature to execute a degree project and 
engage in discussions with fellow students will continue to be an important part of the course. 

Original articles are considered an important source in medicine, and all students show top 
performance here, which also relates to ACRL standard Authority Is Constructed and Contextual. 

The assessment criteria clearly states that the method section should be supported by adequate 
references. It seems that many of the students have challenges in identifying relevant method 
references. This relates to ACRL standard Research as Inquiry. Students’ perception of method 
transparency and how to describe their method with adequate number of references may need 
further development of instructions and learning activities, not necessarily organized by the library. 
Here students’ perception of potential references to be included in the method section needs further 
support. Continuous training in this context-specific IL skill may have effect on students’ thesis 
performance, in concordance with our findings in the literature14. 

Most students perform well in doing a synthesis of literature and result. Students display that they 
can relate their findings to the previously presented literature, and describe limitations to their own 
study. This relates to ACRL standard Information Creation as a Process, as well as the learning 
objective execute a project based on a project plan, collect data, analyze results and independently 
compile and critically assess the importance and limitations of the results based on the issue and 
method. After we started our investigation it came to our knowledge that it was accepted for the 
students to use new references in the discussion and that they also were encouraged to do that. Our 
idea is that there must be a balance between previous research, the findings and new references 
presented in the discussion section, otherwise the synthesis may be skewed.  

Many students perform well in creating a bibliography including the previously presented references 
and in using Vancouver style correctly. This relates to ACRL standard Information has value. However, 
some students’ bibliographies are not accurate, perhaps due to lack of time or an overconfidence in 
EndNote or other reference management software. 

Limitations 
This study has several limitations. Many learning resources are available to both participants and 
non-participants, and the classes alone cannot be established as the only factor influencing students’ 
information literacy performance.  

The small sample makes it difficult to establish a statistically significant difference in IL performance 
between class participants and non-participants. We can only see the finished thesis, which can be 
regarded as a product rather than a process. We can only see traces of the full reasoning in the 
thesis, and it is difficult to see if it is the student’s individual reasoning, or if supervisors have 
influenced the perspective or writing in the thesis. As an example, in some theses high impact factor 
journals are given priority, without any further explanation.  

The traditional objective medical writing style, as described in the guide AWELU17, may also mask 
critical reasoning and assessment of sources. There can be a need to clarify how critical reasoning 
can be integrated in the traditional writing style, perhaps in the writing classes offered to students.  

The assessment of thesis as products also has limitations, where the cognitive processes behind 
critical reasoning, judgement and choices in students’ research processes may not be accurately 
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measure by rubrics, even if we can see traces of the processes in the final thesis product. To be able 
to measure processes, tools such as research logs, portfolios or other meta-cognitive assessment 
tools are needed21, 22. 

Conclusion  
The aim of this study was to assess the impact of in-class learning activities at 5th year in the Medical 
Degree Programme to investigate if there is a difference in information literacy performance 
between class participants and non-participants. This study has given valuable insights into students’ 
information literacy performance, both in strengths and areas where they need more support and 
practice. Improvement will need to be done in especially in selecting high quality references, using 
references to describe methods, the importance of referring to all sources and to use the Vancouver 
style correctly. The result will be used to develop the library instructional classes further. In other 
areas than information literacy, such as method description, the result will be discussed with 
teachers for further development of instructions or learning activities. The overall result indicates 
that continuous and progressive IL training can be further developed to support Medical Degree 
students in developing their IL skills. Further studies are needed to clarify the relation between 
information literacy classes and student performance in information literacy. 
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Appendix 
Assessment criteria for Medical Degree students’ scientific essays. 
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Scoring rubrics for assessment of scientific essays term 5 and term 10  
  
The scoring rubrics below are intended to support assessment. They should also clarify, to students and supervisors, the requirements for passing the essay, 
the oral presentation and the opposition.   

  
Each criterion will be judged as Passed (P), Residual (R) or Failed (F). R or F may be considered as corresponding to Minor and Major revisions in a peer 
review when a paper is submitted to a scientific journal. The essay as a whole is consider as Failed if three or more of the criteria marked with CORE receive 
a Fail (F) at examination or if the student fails to submit and obtain a Pass, within ten (for term 5) / fourteen (for term 10), calendar days after the 
examination, on all criteria that received R or F.  

  
For the essay as a whole to pass, all 13 criteria must pass.   

  
Title……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
……….…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..  

  
Author………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….….…………………………… 

……………….……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………  

  
Supervisor…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

………………….…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………  

  
Assessor………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

…………….……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………  

 Most recent revision 2019-03-28/keo     
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ESSAY  

Criterion  Fail  Pass T5  P/R/F  Pass T10  P/R/F  

1. Title  Unclear or poorly stated  Satisfactory stated; complete.  
Includes keywords found in aim.  
Interesting.  

  Satisfactory stated; complete.  
Includes keywords found in aim.  
Interesting.  
  

  

2. Abstract  
(maximum 300 
words)  

Missing, too long or too short. Does 
not contain background, aim, 
purpose, methods, results or 
conclusion  

Correct extent. Contains 
background, aim, purpose, methods, 
results and conclusion in proportion 
to each other.  

  Correct extent. Contains 
background, aim, purpose, methods, 
results and conclusion in proportion 
to each other. Excellently written, 
clear and concise.  
  

  

3. Background (CORE)  Missing, too short or no relevance to 
the topic. No references or 
inadequate references.  

Gives satisfactory perspective on the 
problem with adequate number of 
relevant references.  

  Gives satisfactory perspective on the 
problem. Clearly states why the aim 
is important to study. Uses adequate 
number of relevant references.  
  

  

4. Purpose  Missing or not relevant to the topic 
or inadequately formulated.   

Well stated. Well defined and 
relevant to the topic..  

  Well stated. Well defined and 
relevant to the topic. Clear 
connection to the aim.  

  

5. Scientific question  
(T5)  
Scientific  
question/hypothesis  
(T10)  
(CORE T5 and T10)  

Missing or not relevant to the topic 
or inadequately formulated. Poor 
connection to the aim.  
  

Well formulated and relevant to the 
topic. Clear connection to the 
purpose  

  Clearly stated, highly relevant to the 
topic and well anchored in the 
Background.  
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6. Methods/Materials  
(CORE)  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  

Not suited or poorly suited for 
achieving the aim.  
Not applicable or poorly used 
method.  
Description of methods missing or 
inadequate.  
No references or inadequate 
references.  
Description of analyses (in applicable 
cases statistical methods) are 
inadequate.  
  

Well suited and applicable for 
achieving the aim and adequately 
described with references.  
Method well applied. Method 
and analysis well described.  
  
Statistical methods used are well 
described and correct.  
  

  Well suited and applicable for 
achieving the aim and adequately 
described with references.  
Method well applied. Method 
and analysis well described.  
  
Statistical methods used are well 
described and correctly presented.  
  

  

7. Ethics  Missing or considerations not 
relevant for the project  

Ethical considerations relevant for 
the project are correctly identified 
and applied, and well described 
under a separate heading.  

  Ethical considerations relevant for 
the project are correctly identified 
and applied, and well described 
under a separate heading. Present 
and future ethical implications are 
included.  
  

  

8. Results (CORE)  Results not clearly related to aim or 
mostly missing. Tables or figures 
with faults or missing. For qualitative 
projects: Quotes missing.  

Results based on the aim are 
presented and related to the 
purpose.  
Tables and figures contain relevant 
characteristics of the study. Main 
results highlighted in table(s) or 
figure(s).  

  Results based on the aim are 
presented and related to the 
purpose.  
Tables and figures contain 
relevant characteristics of the 
study. Main results highlighted in 
table(s) or figure(s). Drop-outs 
clearly stated. Flowchart is used 
when applicable.  
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9. Discussion (CORE)  Not relevant to the study or poorly 
structured. No connection to the 
results or to other research. 
Strenghts and weaknesses of the 
study are not mentioned.  

Satisfactory discussion of the main 
results in relation to aim. Most of 
the study´s strength and weakness 
and limitations of the methods are 
discussed. Adequately structured.  
Novelty clearly described.  

  Well written discussion of the main 
results in relation to aim. Most of 
the study´s strength and weakness, 
limitations of the methods and 
potential bias are exhaustively 
discussed in relation to present 
knowledge. Excellently structured. 
Novelty clearly described.  

  

10. Conclusion  Missing or not clearly related to 
results or not relevant to aim.  

States main findings and relates 
them to the purpose and aim. Well 
formulated  

  States main findings and relates 
them to the purpose and aim. 
Clearly stating importance of the 
findings and their implications in 
short and long perspectives  

  

11. References (formalia)  Missing, irrelevant, too basic or 
poorly organized references.  

Relevant references, mainly original 
references. All references in correct 
order and in the same format. The 
numbers of references in the 
different sections are in parity with 
the extent and depth of the project.   

  Relevant references, mainly original 
references. All references in correct 
order and in the same format. The 
numbers of references in the 
different sections are in parity with 
the extent and depth of the project.  
  

  

12. Popular science abstract 
in Swedish  
  

Missing, irrelevant, scientific or 
medical language used.  

Relevant, clear and easy to grasp, 
using terminology understandable to 
lay people   

  Relevant, clear and easy to grasp, 
using terminology understandable  
to lay people. Markedly interesting.  
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13. Structure and language 
(CORE)  

Unstructured impression, inaccurate 
use of specialist terminology or a 
grammatically incorrect language 
management.  
Inaccurate choice of  
Swedish/English in relation to 
syllabus.  

Written in a structured way, correct 
use of specialist terminology; 
grammatically correct language 
management, correct language in 
relation to syllabus.  

  Written in a structured way with a 
good flow between the different 
parts of the thesis, correct use of 
specialist terminology; 
grammatically correct language 
management, correct language in 
relation to syllabus. Tables and 
figures must be readable without 
the main text  

  

ORAL PRESENTATION  

The assessor will judge the student’s oral presentation and defense of the project. To pass the oral presentation and the defense, the requirements below 
have to be fulfilled. The score is Passed (P) or Failed (F). The final assessment has to be in line with the scoring rubrics.  

  Failed  Passed T5  P/F  Passed T10  P/F  
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Oral presentation  Not meeting the criteria  • Stating the problem; verbally 
expressing the purpose and aim of the 
research  

• Theoretical background; motivating the 
chosen method  

• Analysis; knowledge about the results, 
the strengths and  
weaknesses  

• Conclusion; relating the findings to the 
problem and highlighting the central 
aspects in the presentation   

• A common thread running through the 
presentation and the essay  

• Generalization; the results have to be 
placed in a wider perspective  

• Reflection; self-critical, discussion about 
future studies  

• Defense; a constructive and objective 
stance  

  

  • Stating the problem; verbally 
expressing the purpose and aim of the 
research  

• Theoretical background; motivating the 
chosen method  

• Analysis; knowledge about the results, 
the strengths and  
weaknesses  

• Conclusion; relating the findings to the 
problem and highlighting the central 
aspects in the presentation   

• A common thread running through the 
presentation and the essay  

• Generalization; the results have to be 
placed in a wider perspective  

• Reflection; self-critical, discussion 
about future studies  

• Defense; a constructive and objective 
stance  
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OPPOSITION  

The assessor will judge the student’s opposition of another student’s essay. The score is Passed (P) or Failed (F). To pass the opposition the requirements 
below have to be fulfilled.   

  Failed  Passed T5  P/F  Passed T10  P/F  

Oral presentation  Not meeting the criteria  • The opposition; the student has to be 
prepared (read and analyzed the work) 
and criticize in a constructive and 
objective way  

• Questions; the student has prepared a 
number of questions/claims (5-8) 
concerning the actual work based on the 
opposition  

• Presentation; the questions are 
presented clearly to the respondent  

• Analysis; discussion about strengths and 
weaknesses with the respondent  

• Feedback; giving the final criticism, 
positive and negative  

• A common thread running through the 
opposition  

  • The opposition; the student has to be 
prepared (read and analyzed the work) and 
criticize in a constructive and  
objective way  

• Questions; the student has prepared a 
number of questions/claims (5-8) 
concerning the actual work based on the 
opposition, using PowerPoint or 
corresponding  

• Presentation; the questions are presented 
clearly to the respondent  

• Analysis; discussion about strengths and 
weaknesses with the respondent  

• Feedback; giving the final criticism, positive 
and negative  

• A common thread running through the 
opposition  

  

  

  
 


